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Get in-depth guidance for designing and implementing certificate-based security solutions straight from PKI expert Brian Komar. No need to buy or outsource costly PKI services when you can use the robust PKI and certificate-based security services already built into Windows Server 2008! This in-depth reference teaches you how to design and implement even the most demanding certificate-based security solutions for wireless networking, smart card authentication, VPNs, secure email, Web SSL, EFS, and code-signing applications using Windows Server PKI and certificate services. A principal PKI consultant to Microsoft, Brian shows you how to incorporate best practices, avoid common design and implementation mistakes, help minimize risk, and optimize security administration. This definitive reference features a CD loaded with tools, scripts, and a fully searchable eBook.

Key Book Benefits


Guides system engineers and administrators how to design and implement PKI-based solutions


Explains how to exploit the tight integration of Windows Server 2008 PKI services with Active DirectoryÂ® directory service


Features best practices based on real-world implementations
Includes a CD with tools, scripts, and a fully-searchable eBook     

       About the Author


   Brian Komar, president of IdentIT Inc., is a principal consultant specializing in network security and PKI. Brian has authored MCSE Training Kits, Microsoft Prescriptive Architecture Guides, and PKI white papers, and he is the coauthor of the Microsoft Windows Security Resource Kit. Brian is also a frequent speaker at IT conferences such as Microsoft TechEd, Windows and .NET Magazine Connections, and Microsoft IT Forum.       
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Microsoft Powerpoint 2016: The Complete GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	PowerPoint 2016 is a presentation program that presents information in the form of slides. This program is developed by Microsoft and was originally called “Presenter” released by another company Forethought Inc. It was originally launched in May 1990 and was and always been a part of the Microsoft Suite. It is popularly known as...
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Everything Forever: Learning To See TimelessnessEnchanted Puzzle, 2006

	Everything Forever is a highly original book about time, about the future, about the evolution of order and complexity presently taking place in the universe. In a deeply insightful poetic style Giorbran lays out the foundation of the timeless realm, extending the ideas of both David Bohm and Stephen Hawking by literally creating a visual...
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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Variations in Economic Analysis: Essays in Honor of Eli SchwartzSpringer, 2009
For over fifty years, Eli Schwartz has inspired generations of economists through his prolific publications and dedicated in teaching. In 2008, the Martindale Center for the Study of Private Enterprise at Lehigh University invited prominent academics and practitioners—including Nobel Prize recipients, Robert Solow and Harry Markowitz, and...
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Accounting for beginnersMeitav Self learning, 2013

	Basic accounting skills are necessary tools when dealing with finances. Understanding the basic concepts and methods used in accounting is critical for developing organizational skills. This e-Book will help guide you into this fascinating...
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Excel for the CEO (Excel for Professionals series)Holy Macro! Books, 2006
Welcome aboard! This book is your guide on a journey into the mysteries of Excel. This is a never-ending, ever-exploring adventure that tunnels you deep into Excel’s secrets.


Presenting innovative Microsoft Excel techniques for top management professionals, this reference for company leaders who do not have the time to...
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